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5 Secrets of Choosing the Right EHR

1. Look for an integrated solution that provides everything in a single database
2. Find a EHR provider that has strong market reputation
3. Select a certified EHR Solution that caters to different specialties
4. Choose a partner that will help you achieve Meaningful Use incentives
5. Partner with a company that will grow with you and nurture your development
In today’s evolving healthcare industry, it is imperative to find the right **Electronic Health Record (EHR)** solution for your practice.

However, selecting the ideal EHR partner can be overwhelming. Therefore, it is essential to ensure that you comply with the following 5 instrumental secrets of EHR success.
1. Look for an integrated solution that provides everything in a single database

An integrated solution enables joint reporting of clinical, administrative and financial data through a single database. A unified interface solution ensures that there is no need for data mapping and no issues with interoperability.

CureMD’s award winning “All-in-One” SMART Cloud EHR is a truly integrated system which includes electronic health records, practice management, patient portal and revenue cycle management, designed to address every aspect of a medical practice’s clinical, financial and administrative workflows.
2. Find a EHR provider that has strong market reputation

Do you know the current market position of your EHR partner? Where will your partner be in the next 10 years? Does it have a successful record in previous years? Find a partner that provides healthcare technology to the core. Our vision will enable it to continuously innovate products and services to facilitate care providers, while providing steady growth and profitability.

Your technology partner should aim to provide the best products and services that help promote compatible, interoperable and secure information exchange between patients, practices, providers, payers, labs, pharmacies and devices.

CureMD Certifications include:

★ ONC-ATCB 2014
★ CCHIT 2011, 2008 and 2006
★ SureScripts Gold Certified
★ Care360°
★ ISO 9001:2000
★ ISO 27001:2005

Currently, we are connected with over 100,000 users nationwide

Request Demo
Select a certified EHR Solution that caters to different specialties

All patients, practices and providers are different. CureMD “All-in-One” EHR, you can adapt and adjust as per different specialties and their needs. The ideal EHR solution is designed for not only practices of all sizes, making it highly scalable.

Certified Trainers provide standard as well as customized training programs. Most users can learn to use the basic functions of an ideal EHR in 2 to 3 online or onsite sessions. The trainers focus on each module thoroughly in these role-based sessions. All users have access to phone support round the clock. Our clients experience smooth transition during start-up through hands-on training, embedded IT services and e-Learning.

Each client gets dedicated support by experts who know the solution inside out and provide proactive support - online, onsite and over the phone. Extended support is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Choose a partner that will help you achieve Meaningful Use incentives

Do you have everything you need to achieve Meaningful Use incentives? How does your technology partner help you in ensuring Meaningful Use compliance?

Achieving Meaningful Use is cumbersome but it can be made very simple if an experienced team of consultants is helping you all along the way. It is imperative to choose a technology partner who has a proven track-record of successfully guiding others to achieve incentives.

With comprehensive Meaningful Use consulting services, providers can accelerate their Meaningful Use attestation by providing an expert support team of consultants who help in selecting the right measures, the right exclusions, the right templates, per provider per location reports so that every single step is completely documented.

CureMD has a 99.5% success rate when it comes to helping providers achieve Meaningful Use. So far, providers have earned approximately US $105 million in incentives.
Partner with a company that will grow with you and nurture your development

Certified technology and value added services help you profit from today’s performance driven reimbursement environment.

An ideal EHR solution is highly adaptable and easy to use. It learns from you while you work and mimics your unique styles and practice preferences; leading towards effortless documentation and transaction speed.

Avalon: Fully integrated with CureMD platform, it keeps you informed by instantly delivering information from EHR, Practice Management, Scheduling, Billing and beyond. Eliminate the chance for medical errors, improve quality and patient satisfaction.

We are always available to help you develop and grow, increase your clinical, administrative and financial workflows and help you in achieving your objectives.
About CureMD

CureMD is the leading provider of Cloud-based EHR, Practice Management and Medical Billing Services to transform the administrative and clinical operations of healthcare organizations of all sizes. Our award winning solutions simplify decision making, streamline operations and ensure compliance with industry standards and best practices – ultimately saving time and effort to maximize value and returns.

For more information, call (212) 852 0279 ext. 384 or email to media@curemd.com.